
WaterRower Accessories

HiRise Adapter - a purchase option with the WATERROWER wooden rower 
models. Raises the WATERROWER 8".

Price from£169.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-hi-rise-adapter

PC Cable for use with the WATERROWER S4 Monitor.

Price: £19.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-pc-cable

XL Rails - a purchase option with the WATERROWER wooden models. XL Rails 
are 4" longer than standard rails.

Price: £110.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-xl-rails

NOHRD Slimbeam stand allows for far more flexible placement of the slimbeam. 
No further is mounting is necessary when implemented although due to risk of 
toppling, you cannot exceed the 3:1 cable ratio (0.83kg - 12.5kg). 

Price: £550.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/slimbeam-stand

Update your WATERROWER S3 Monitor to the latest S4 workout monitor. This 
upgrade kit can be retrofitted to most machines by the owner and requires limited 
mechanical knowledge. (See description for instructions)

Price: £195.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-s4-monitor
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PC Cable for use with the WATERROWER S4 Monitor with V.1 port.

Price: £19.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-pc-cable-serial-port

WATERROWER Protective Mat to place underneath your WATERROWER 
Rowing Machine.

Price: £59.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-mat-only

Digital (ANT+) WATERROWER Heart Rate Receiver Box to use with your 
WATERROWER fitted with the S4 workout monitor (with Install instructions)

Price: £79.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-heart-rate-receiver-s4-ant

Image Unavailable The all new Wider 17" Handle for the WATERROWER : Classic,Natural,Club and 
the Oxbridge and the M1 Low-rise/High-rise. Available pre-fitted with new rowers 
(15" handle replaced) or sold loose for self install.

Price £40.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-17-handle

The WATERROWER Laptop Stand is available for all wooden WaterRower 
models but please be aware an exact colour match is highly unlikely due to the 
natural ageing process of woods. This item is made from Ash wood as is the 
"Natural" WaterRower.

Price: £150.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-laptop-stand-natural
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Image Unavailable The newly designed Foot-Board for the WATERROWER : Classic,Ash,Club and 
the Oxbridge.

Price from£65.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-footboard-upgrade

The all new and uniquely designed Laptop stand for the WaterRower Club model. 
Made from Ash wood with the same Rosewood stain used on the WaterRower 
Club models this stand by NOHrD in Germany makes the perfect support for any 
laptop or tablet being placed at eye level during rowing 

Price: £150.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-laptop-stand-club

The all new and uniquely designed Laptop stand for the WATERROWER 
Oxbridge (cherry wood) hs been designed by NOHrD in Germany to 
accommodate laptops and I-Pads/Tablets providing perfect eye/screen alignment 
while rowing. 

Price: £150.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-laptop-stand-oxbridge

The all new and uniquely designed Laptop stand for the WATERROWER Walnut 
(Classic) made to enable secure laptop or tablet support for use either with on-line 
rowing software e.g. we-row or for video chat or on-line entertainment streaming.

Price: £150.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-laptop-stand-classic

The WATERROWER Starter Kit - Includes WaterRower floor mat, ANT+ Internal 
Heart-Rate monitor and chest belt, and cleaning kit to keep your rower in tip-top 
condition.

RRP: £140.00

Our Price: £125.00
You Save: £15.00 - 11 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-starter-kit
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WATERROWER Series 4 Version 1 Upgrade to Version 2.

Price from£100.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-series4-v1-upgrade

A simple yet effective solution to the sore hands, sore wrists and sometimes 
blisters that can come from vigorous training with the WaterRower. Made from 
high quality, latex free softened plastic, these grips are sure to improve your 
rowing experience!

Price: £25.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/oarsome-grips

If you feel like placing your Slimbeam somewhere more central in your room 
(away from walls), or just do not have very strong walls, this is what you need. For 
compatibility with all but the lowest of ceiling heights, it's multiple sizes and 
adjustable nature ensure you can put your slimbeam whereve

Price: £199.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/slimbeam-ceiling-mount

Dual density Seat pad for WATERROWER. If you find long sessions on your 
waterrower lacking in comfort you might want to consider adding the 
WATERROWER Dual-Density ErgPad to your arsenal. Featuring a firm side and a 
soft side you can select whichever offers the greatest comfort level. 

Price: £35.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-dual-density-seat-pad

WATERROWER SmartRow is an intelligent replacement pulley for a (wooden) 
WATERROWER, that measures the power in a radical new way. The electronics 
inside the SmartRow pulley measure the force and stroke length and calculates 
the power, independent of the drum sensor and any external factors

Price from£250.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-smartrow-power-monitor
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WATERROWER Performance Kit - Get this great performance bundle F.O.C. 
when purchasing any WATERROWER (excluding the A1 Studio) at full price - Not 
available for any rowers sold with discount codes, cash-back offers, price match 
etc

Price: £130.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-performance-kit

Protective Mat to place underneath your gym equipment , especially suitable for 
Rowing Machines.

Price: £64.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/rower-mat

WATERROWER BlueTooth Connection Module turns your WATERROWER S4 
monitor into a bluetooth enabled workout monitor by simply fixing the bluetooth 
module to the rear of the S4.2 workout monitor enabling it to access the mini USB 
port and allowing communications with appropriate mobile phone apps, PC so

Price: £59.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-bluetooth-connection

WATERROWER Phone/Tablet Holder for the Club model. Made from Ash wood 
with the same Rosewood stain used on the WaterRower Club models this arm by 
NOHrD in Germany makes the perfect support for most phones and tablets 
(selectable size)

Price from£50.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-tablet-phone-holder-club

Phone/Tablet Holder for the WATERROWER Natural Ash wood model. Made 
from Ash wood with the same Honey Oak stain used on the WaterRower Natural 
range this arm by NOHrD in Germany makes the perfect support for most phones 
and tablets (selectable size)

Price from£50.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-tablet-phone-holder-natural-ash
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Phone/Tablet Holder for the WATERROWER Oxbridge Cherry wood model. Made 
from cherry wood used on the WATERROWER Oxbridge range this arm by 
NOHrD in Germany makes the perfect support for most phones and tablets 
(selectable size)

Price from£75.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-tablet-phone-holder-oxbridge-cherry

Phone/Tablet Holder for the WATERROWER Classic Walnut wood model. Made 
from Black Walnut wood used on the WaterRower Classic range this arm by 
NOHrD in Germany makes the perfect support for most phones and tablets 
(selectable size)

Price from£100.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-tablet-phone-holder-classic-walnut

Phone/Tablet Holder for the WATERROWER Oak wood model. Made from Oak 
wood used on the WATERROWER Oak range this arm by NOHrD in Germany 
makes the perfect support for most phones and tablets (selectable size)

Price from£60.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-tablet-phone-holder-oak

Gym Ratz - (Fitness Equipment UK)
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